High Impact Presentation skills
Date: 1 - 2 July 2020

Time: 09:00 AM

Venue: Asia Metropolitan College, Kuching

Introduction

You will learn

This module is for those who make numerous presentations and which
requires them to sell their ideas and learn influencing skills. Hard work, good
ideas, and information are important for success, but often we are also
required to convince others to support or execute our ideas.

to make presentations that
are creative, dynamic, and
high impact, which will
eventually influence
the audience

Business presentations are different from public speaking, though there are
many similarities between the two. In a business presentation, you have to
influence your audience to buy your ideas and take some action. Experience
shows that knowledge of the topic alone does not ensure that the audiences
get our intent or are moved to action. Clear thinking and clear presentations
are equally important in a good presentation.
This practical module is designed to help learners improve their ability to
make presentations that are creative, dynamic, and high impact, which will
eventually influence the audience to accept and implement the ideas
introduced.

DESIGNED FOR
This module is designed for all those who are required to present
their ideas and information in a business context.

Learning Approach
Practical sessions with fun tools, lectures, activities, and videos
that enhance confidence. Presentations will be video-taped; the
facilitator and the group will provide feedback for further
improvement. Each participant would take home a video of their
presentation.

Programme Objectives
To provide the foundation on how people to respond during an
emergency and how they should be trained, especially as the
manner in which they behave during an emergency is likely to be
quite different from their normal behaviour.

WORKSHOP OUTLINE
Presentations that Influence
Just A Minute; presentations
Qualities of great presenters
Public speaking vs. Business Presentations
Influencing Skills
Making your case
Presentation formats
Strategy
Tailoring strategy to meet audience needs
(stakeholders/customers)
Planning and preparation
Structure
Organising information
Building context
Outlines
Roadmaps
Visuals
Style
Presenting content creatively
Involving the audience/Gaining and
maintaining attention
Interacting with audience using stories,
anecdotes, analogies, and examples
Recognising buy in to create high impact
Appropriate body language
Voice modulation
Persuasiveness
Videos and props
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